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Here’s proof you should dip into

Richmond’s diverse restaurant

scene
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WWhen David Shannon returned to his native Richmond in 1997 after a year-long stint as chef of the Ashby Inn in Paris, Va., thehen David Shannon returned to his native Richmond in 1997 after a year-long stint as chef of the Ashby Inn in Paris, Va., the

first restaurant review he read in the Richmond Times-Dispatch gave him pause.first restaurant review he read in the Richmond Times-Dispatch gave him pause.

It was about a new McDonald’s in Carytown.It was about a new McDonald’s in Carytown.

Shannon, who also spent eight formative years at the esteemed Shannon, who also spent eight formative years at the esteemed Inn at Little WashingtonInn at Little Washington, asked himself, “What have I done?”, asked himself, “What have I done?”

“The great thing about the city now is how far restaurants have come,” says the chef behind one of Richmond’s most intriguing“The great thing about the city now is how far restaurants have come,” says the chef behind one of Richmond’s most intriguing

establishments, the two-year-old L’Opossum. Not only are there more and better restaurants, he says, but they also offer aestablishments, the two-year-old L’Opossum. Not only are there more and better restaurants, he says, but they also offer a

world of flavors.world of flavors.

Within the past year alone, the mix has expanded to include a promising Southern source (Spoonbread Bistro), a casualWithin the past year alone, the mix has expanded to include a promising Southern source (Spoonbread Bistro), a casual

regional restaurant from a fine-dining chef (Shagbark) and yet another branch of Peter Chang, the much-hyped creation of aregional restaurant from a fine-dining chef (Shagbark) and yet another branch of Peter Chang, the much-hyped creation of a

former Chinese Embassy chef of the same name. And one of the best modern German restaurants I know — indeed, one of myformer Chinese Embassy chef of the same name. And one of the best modern German restaurants I know — indeed, one of my

favorite destinations in Richmond — the youthful Metzger Bar and Butchery in Union Hill is poised to open an Alpine retreat infavorite destinations in Richmond — the youthful Metzger Bar and Butchery in Union Hill is poised to open an Alpine retreat in

the the Scott’s Addition neighborhood Scott’s Addition neighborhood early next year. The 4,000-square-foot brasserie, Brenner Pass, will draw on accents fromearly next year. The 4,000-square-foot brasserie, Brenner Pass, will draw on accents from

the mountainous areas of France, Italy and Switzerland.the mountainous areas of France, Italy and Switzerland.

Chefs and restaurant owners say they’re attracted by a wave of adventurous eaters moving in from the suburbs and by theChefs and restaurant owners say they’re attracted by a wave of adventurous eaters moving in from the suburbs and by the

relatively moderate cost of doing business. Travis Croxton, co-owner of the popular Rappahannock seafood eatery and the newrelatively moderate cost of doing business. Travis Croxton, co-owner of the popular Rappahannock seafood eatery and the new

Rapp Session saloon next door, says the rent for those combined 4,500 square feet is one-third of what he pays for hisRapp Session saloon next door, says the rent for those combined 4,500 square feet is one-third of what he pays for his

Rappahannock Oyster Bar Rappahannock Oyster Bar — a mere 600 square feet — in the District’s Union Market.— a mere 600 square feet — in the District’s Union Market.

Richmond’s vibrant arts scene infuses the food arena, too. Insider tip: The (free) first-class Virginia Museum of Fine ArtsRichmond’s vibrant arts scene infuses the food arena, too. Insider tip: The (free) first-class Virginia Museum of Fine Arts

displays a fetching bar with a postcard view.displays a fetching bar with a postcard view.



Tastemakers can’t seem to stay away from the Virginia capital. Brandon Fox, the food and drink editor of Richmond’s StyleTastemakers can’t seem to stay away from the Virginia capital. Brandon Fox, the food and drink editor of Richmond’s Style

Weekly, jokes, “We’re always on the verge!”Weekly, jokes, “We’re always on the verge!”

But that’s changing, and fast, says Maureen Egan, co-founder of the six-year-old Real Richmond Food Tours. The success ofBut that’s changing, and fast, says Maureen Egan, co-founder of the six-year-old Real Richmond Food Tours. The success of

her culinary excursions — and a bit of “Charleston envy,” says Egan — helped spawn a food festival in Richmond called Fire,her culinary excursions — and a bit of “Charleston envy,” says Egan — helped spawn a food festival in Richmond called Fire,

Flour & Fork in 2014. The first year, 1,600 people showed up. Next month (Nov. 16-20), Egan expects 6,000 attendees andFlour & Fork in 2014. The first year, 1,600 people showed up. Next month (Nov. 16-20), Egan expects 6,000 attendees and

close to 50 events, including farm tours, cooking demonstrations, wine dinners and food seminars.close to 50 events, including farm tours, cooking demonstrations, wine dinners and food seminars.

“Richmond,” she says, “deserves a stage to tell many more stories.”“Richmond,” she says, “deserves a stage to tell many more stories.”

Here are some of mine:Here are some of mine:

L’OpossumL’Opossum

There’s no cheekier restaurant in town than L’Opossum, home to a dim dining room dressed with replicas of Michelangelo’sThere’s no cheekier restaurant in town than L’Opossum, home to a dim dining room dressed with replicas of Michelangelo’s

David, large and small, and a menu that describes a salad as “a tawdry & salacious” mix of mesclun “bound by the frigidDavid, large and small, and a menu that describes a salad as “a tawdry & salacious” mix of mesclun “bound by the frigid

embrace” of cucumber with a “happy Thai basil ending.” Ring a bell (maybe a gong)? The Inn at Little Washington’s signatureembrace” of cucumber with a “happy Thai basil ending.” Ring a bell (maybe a gong)? The Inn at Little Washington’s signature

humor clearly rubbed off on chef-owner David Shannon, 54humor clearly rubbed off on chef-owner David Shannon, 54..  Silly verbiage, he says, “lowers everyone’s defenses.”Silly verbiage, he says, “lowers everyone’s defenses.”

Consider the name, a wink at French pretentiousness but also a throwback to the time he took a break from cooking: “playingConsider the name, a wink at French pretentiousness but also a throwback to the time he took a break from cooking: “playing

dead, like a possum,” explains the chef. Behind the goofy labels is some serious cooking: Filet Mignon of Beef “Swellington”dead, like a possum,” explains the chef. Behind the goofy labels is some serious cooking: Filet Mignon of Beef “Swellington”

translates to six ounces of beef on a port wine reduction with a phyllo purse of mushroom duxelles and foie gras held togethertranslates to six ounces of beef on a port wine reduction with a phyllo purse of mushroom duxelles and foie gras held together

with a rosemary-sprig “hobo stick.” (“Older diners recognize it right away” as modernized beef Wellington, says Shannon.) Thewith a rosemary-sprig “hobo stick.” (“Older diners recognize it right away” as modernized beef Wellington, says Shannon.) The

gimmicks make sense on the tongue. Instead of using Pernod in his delicious riff on oysters Rockefeller, the chef relies ongimmicks make sense on the tongue. Instead of using Pernod in his delicious riff on oysters Rockefeller, the chef relies on

absinthe — sprayed via an atomizer over the baked bivalves at the table.absinthe — sprayed via an atomizer over the baked bivalves at the table.

Bottom line: The comic can cook.Bottom line: The comic can cook.

626 China St. 8049186028. 626 China St. 8049186028. lopossum.comlopossum.com. Entrees, $18 to $32.. Entrees, $18 to $32.

Metzger Bar & ButcheryMetzger Bar & Butchery

Fate seems to have determined the flavor of the restaurant opened two years ago by Brittanny Anderson and her two businessFate seems to have determined the flavor of the restaurant opened two years ago by Brittanny Anderson and her two business

partners. One of them already owned Sausagecraft, a respected local link maker. The location, on Union Hill, was in an earlierpartners. One of them already owned Sausagecraft, a respected local link maker. The location, on Union Hill, was in an earlier

century dense with German immigrants and billed as “butcher town.” For her part, Anderson, 34, a former line cook at thecentury dense with German immigrants and billed as “butcher town.” For her part, Anderson, 34, a former line cook at the

popular Roosevelt restaurant, had long been interested in Eastern European and German food. Thus was born Metzger Bar &popular Roosevelt restaurant, had long been interested in Eastern European and German food. Thus was born Metzger Bar &

Bakery, a storefront dining room that retains the building’s original pressed-tin ceiling and delivers an enlightened version ofBakery, a storefront dining room that retains the building’s original pressed-tin ceiling and delivers an enlightened version of

Teutonic cooking.Teutonic cooking.

Anderson’s steak tartare reveals the care lavished on every plate. The appetizer relies on dry-aged sirloin that is chopped byAnderson’s steak tartare reveals the care lavished on every plate. The appetizer relies on dry-aged sirloin that is chopped by

hand; mixed with smoked paprika, roasted garlic oil and shallots; then finished with what looks like a raw egg but is in fact ahand; mixed with smoked paprika, roasted garlic oil and shallots; then finished with what looks like a raw egg but is in fact a


